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Future Driven
What Future Driven Can look Like
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Anticipating the forthcoming
changes in the career, social,
economic, and technological
landscapes to inform all decisions
today.

Adapting to technology advancements
Rather than teaching students how to use speci�c software, teach
students how to learn in a way that prepares them to research and
teach themselves so they can adapt to new advancing
software/tech.

Preparing students for success in and out of the classroom.
Teaching students what they need to know to be a successful
adult. Instructions individuallized

Whole Learner Focused

Realistic goals/expectations for students following 100% remote
learning (social, academic, adaptive skills, etc). We will ALL feel the
effects of this for years to come. It’s time to adjust our
expectations now (and then celebrate the skills our students
acquired BECAUSE OF remote learning)!

more opportunities for trade schools with
less focus on having to get a college degree

Realistic goals for graduating students, rather than the cookie
cutter "scholarly" approach of all students exiting high school.
Mission statements boast "21st century learning skills" but not one
student can explain what those skills are as they graduate.
Different pathways for the high school student to explore.

good transition into our next paret of presentation :) ― RANDY SQUIER

Meeting the needs of the students in front of you. Having high
expectations for all students. Not labeling students.

Choice boards in the elementary level to meet all learners

Playlists ― KELLY NOCCA

Getting rid of "grade levels" and allowing students to progress
through skills at their own pace

No learner Marginalized

Equity
Having meaningful and ACTIONABLE equity plans

Ensure that all students have access to high-
speed internet at home

Honor all learning styles and achievements.
We tend to prioritize AP and college bound
students and marginalize those that don't fit
that mold

multilingual education

Lessons and materials that are accessible to
all learners.

Equitable Technology

Providing connectivity to students that do not have internet at
home.
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Universal access to high-speed community internet ― ANONYMOUS

Other

Opportunities beyond the classroom:
internships & projects that create real world
experiences

My slide deck
https://www.cacsd.org/browse/205502

Coxsackie-Athens Central School
District
Inspiring Extraordinary Success

CACSD

The district must have a clear vision and
implement it. Get all teachers on board so
there is a consistent message to students

all students have access to support

Social, emotional, cognitive
growth

Understanding
Understanding where a student is coming from both physically
and mentally

group projects

Check-ins
Having students check in - both emotionally and dependent on
content

Tending to students not just as grades, but
foremost as people.

Mindfulness/yoga practice

Real time data that is meaningful- not autopsy 
Full transparency

Community Building Activities

student peer mentoring

Building connections with all students...
mentor/mentee programs

Early Learning

Scope and Sequence
Having a comprehensive vision of what students should achieve
and when for SEL and technology skills

Early intervention is key to reaching and supporting needs at a
very young age

Learning in a K-2 classroom should look, sound and feel different.
Students should be exploring!

Education mandates begin at age 3, not age 5 (preschool not
kindergarten)

early intervention and not a wait and see approach in our K-2

Aligned community Resources

Opportunities for students to make an impact
on other people in their community through
volunteer work.

connecting classroom instruction w
community opportunities for service,
internships

community/parent education workshops on parenting shifts,
educational shifts
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PBL for positive impact on community with
community members as part of the process.

better and more comprehensive after school
programs especially in high need areas


